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Shipment
Execution
Transporeon Shipment Execution helps you assign and
organize freight on a global scale. Eliminate manual
communication effort and transmit shipment data either
at contracted freight rates or on the spot market within a
closed carrier pool. Optimize your logistics processes and
automatically assign freight to the ideal partner under the
best conditions.

Transporeon Features:
AUTOMATED ALLOCATION
Predefined allocation guidelines automate shipment
assignment to carriers and reduce the amount of
manual communication effort
AUTOMATED COST CONTROL
With one mouse click, all shipments can be assigned to
selected carriers at contracted freight rates
SIMPLIFIED COST OPTIMIZATION

Industry Challenges:
»» No central system of record:

Assigning shipments to a closed carrier pool makes it
possible to optimize costs through a lowest-price award
strategy

Different regional transportation management

SYSTEM INTERFACES

systems at different locations means lack of

Due to an extensive number of system interfaces,

shipment transparency, making it difficult to

Transporeon guarantees smooth data exchange to

effectively control shipment execution

virtually any system

»» Time-consuming manual assignment process:
Manual communication involves a timeconsuming process of correspondence between
shippers and carriers

COMPLIANT DOCUMENTATION
Documentation of all steps with time stamp, as well as
reporting and export functions
WORLDWIDE AVAILABILITY
The cloud-based platform provides worldwide access to

»» Lack of market transparency:
Shippers often find it difficult to compare market
prices and choose the right carriers with available
capacity

your shipment execution and logistics management
HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM
A unified system for all parties involved enables a quick
and uncomplicated exchange between shipper and
carrier

How it works:
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Fast and accurate shipment execution

1.

Shipment is created on the cloud-based platform

2.

Shipment is sent to a closed pool of carriers and the best
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offer is selected
and / or
3.

Shipment is assigned at contracted freight rates to a list
of predefined carriers

4. The selected carrier receives the freight order while
taking the assignment guidelines into account

Benefits
»» Administrative effort is reduced to a minimum and
processes are significantly accelerated
»» Guaranteed compliance within assignment
guidelines through automatic Shipment Execution
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documentation
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»» Worldwide support in 23 languages across all time
zones
»» Quick and easy integration into existing company
infrastructure
»» A platform availability of 99.7% ensures permanent
access to your shipment data

“Transporeon allowed for a
higher level of transparency and
the ability to build a controlled
strategy for the transportation
spend of the business.“
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Shipment Execution

– Logistics Manager,
Steel/wire and coatings company

Want to find
out more?
+1 267-281-1555
contact-us@transporeon.com

